
DIFFERENT WAYS FISH SPAWN 

 

All you wanted to know about tropical fish breeding in Australia. There are a few different 

types of breeding. First we have the egg layer, who will pick a spawning site whether in a 

cave or on a rock or some sort of substrate. (Eg: slate, tile terra-cotta pots etc.) The pair will 

clean the substrate by mouthing it until it is clean from debris, sometimes the male will do 

most of the cleaning to entice the female. Now the site is clean the female will pass over the 

substrate a few times but not lay any eggs, this is called dry runs, if she is not happy with the 

site she will clean some more. Once she is happy with the site a couple more dry runs, then 

pass over the spawning site with the spawning tube just touching the substrate and depositing 

a row of eggs, up to twenty on every pass. The male will be close behind fertilising the rows in 

the same manner as the female, by passing over the eggs with his tube just touching the 

eggs. The female tube is larger than the males, fairly round and flat at the bottom, where the 

males tube tapers to a point. Now all the eggs have been laid and fertilised, the next step is 

the pair takes turns in fanning the eggs to stop debris falling on them. Some pairs will even 

pick out the infertile eggs to stop fungus from attacking the good ones. Usually eggs will take 

around fifty hours for Discus, Angels and some small cichlids. Where larger cichlids can take 

four to five days to hatch, depending on the temp. Of the water.  

The Gouramis and Fighters twenty-four to thirty six hours to hatch, the Killi-fish, anything up 

to three months. Once hatched the young are called fry, Angels and Discus fry stick to the 



substrate with suction cups on their head until they have eaten their egg sacks, which is 

around three to four days. 

Once the egg sack is gone the young release themselves from the substrate and start to free 

swim. The fry at first will swim close to the bottom then rise to the surface; this is when to 

commence the feeding program. Small micro foods crushed flake foods and newly hatched 

brine shrimp. (Discus do not have to be fed until the fourth to fifth day as they will not take 

food, they start to free swim and then graze on the parents skin, they eat a mucus on the skin 

of the parents which they produce for the feeding young.) Other cichlids when the eggs start 

to hatch, the parents will move the hatchlings to another spot. If there is substrate on the tank 

floor some cichlids dig a pit and drop the fry into it, as they take a few days to free swim. The 

parents might move the fry two or more times a day until they free swim. Once free swimming 

the parents try to control them in a tight bunch. Feed the same as Angels. 

The next is the bubble nest builder like the Siamese fighting fish and the Gouramis; there is a 

cat fish that builds a bubble nest as well called the Hoplo. With these types of fish the male 

takes care of building the nest by gulping air from the surface and mixing it with saliva then 

blows bubbles amongst floating weed.  

Once he has finished his nest, he tries to coax the female to his nest, if the female is ready 

she will nudge the male in the side and the male will embrace her, as he raps his body round 

the female. She lays approx. twenty eggs at a time while the male fertilises them at the same 

time; they slowly fall to the tank floor. The female will lay motionless after the embrace, which 



gives the male enough time to pick the eggs up in his mouth and deposit them under the 

bubble nest, then embrace her again and again until she has laid around two hundred and 

fifty eggs for the Siamese fighting fish and up to one thousand eggs for the Gouramis. When 

she has finished she will hide from the male, for sometimes the males get fairly rough and 

actually kill the female. 

It is best to remove the female after spawning. The male will look after the eggs and fry when 

they hatch while tending to the bubble nest, repairing it as it breaks up. The eggs take around 

twenty four hours to hatch and the fry hang with their heads facing the sky, if they fall the 

male will pick them up and spit them back into the nest. The young take approx. three days to 

free swim and this is the time you can take the male out and start to feed the fry. (Micro foods, 

liquid fry and brine shrimp to name a few). 

Next is the larvophile mouth-brooder, this is a fish that spawns on a flat rock or similar, they 

guard the eggs for a couple of days then pick them up in their mouth. Sometimes the eggs 

are already starting to hatch before they pick them up. Both parents will keep the young in 

their mouths and release them when ready. Example of a larvophile is the Geophagus 

Surinamensis. 

Next is Fish that release their eggs as they swim through or over plants. The native rainbow 

fish releases her eggs that have a fine thread attached, the thread will cling to weed or plant 

as it floats in the current of a stream. Tetras, Danios, Barbs, to name a few also scatter their 

eggs, none of these fish tend to the eggs of fry. 



Next the live bearer, Swords, Mollies, Guppies, Platies and Halfbeaks are all live bearing fish. 

If intending to breed these fish, most newcomers to the tropical fish scene start with at least a 

couple of this variety, plenty of plant cover for the young as the parents and other fish in the 

tank will eat the fry when born. 

Next we have the mouth brooder; this is a fish that spawns on the bottom of the tank near 

some shelter. (Rocks or cave or even a pit), then the female will pick the eggs up into her 

mouth, while the male sprays milt just in front of her mouth (as she takes the eggs into her 

mouth.) The eggs are incubated in the mouth and when the fry are of age she will release the 

young, which is around six weeks. With most cichlids the males pick a territory in a tank, then 

entice a female that is full of roe to spawn.  

All mouth brooders have their own way of displaying, some lock jaws and look like they are 

kissing, others, the male races up to the female quivering and shimming then race down to 

where he wants the female to spawn. If the female is interested in his display she will follow 

him and they will spawn. The female drops two to three eggs at a time, as she picks them up 

the male is in front of her with his anal fin close to her mouth.  

The anal fin on the male has false egg spots on it to make the female think these are more 

eggs to pick up, and while she persists to take these false eggs the male is releasing sperm 

which fertilises the eggs the female has in her mouth. 



Some cichlids only have a few young that they release and others can have several hundred, 

it all depends on the type of cichlids in question. All of the mouth brooders that we breed, the 

eggs are taken from the female usually on the fourth day, this is when the head and tail is out 

of the egg. This method is called spitting the female. To do this, you are guaranteed a higher 

yield, as the male and other tank mates, which can cause the female to eat the eggs or the fry 

in her mouth, will hound the female. The way to breed cichlids is in colonies and the amount 

of fish in a colony depends on the species, usually one male to three females will do if you 

only want small colonies. This is for the African cichlids; some of our colonies are in large 

tanks and as many as two or three males and fifteen to twenty females. 

I hope this information will help not just the beginner but all that is interested in fish keeping 
and breeding. All information in this breeding section is a guide and helpful hints.  

The difference between this book and many of the other books available on breeding fish is 
that the information in this book is ‘straight from the horse’s mouth’. In this chapter you won’t 
find information on how to breed every fish that’s ever been bred. That’s because I haven’t 
bred every fish there is to breed. What you will find is specific, tried and true information on 
how to breed and rear the many species that I have bred over the last thirty years. 

Livebearers (Family; Poeciliidae) 

What better place to start than with the trusty livebearers. Like many avid fish breeders my 

interest in breeding fish stemmed from these little beauties. I started breeding guppies and 

since then have bred nearly all of the varieties of livebearers including mollies, platies and 

swords. 

Livebearers have a wide natural range, The Swords, Platies and Mollies natural habitat is 

Mexico and the humble little guppy is found in Central America. They prefer very hard or 



brackish water, which can be accomplished in an aquarium by the addition of salt (to create a 

brackish environment) or coral rubble or limestone (to increase hardness). When using salt I 

add about 3 teaspoons to a standard two foot tank and if increasing hardness just a few 

handfuls of coral rubble will increase the hardness and the pH to keep these fish in good 

condition. If the water is very soft like it is here in Townsville Qld. You can purchase straight 

from the pet stores a buffer that has all the natural salts you need to make the water the pH 

and hardness that is desired for the fish you intend to keep.  

Sexing these fish couldn’t be easier. Males have a modified anal fin, known as a gonopodium, 

which acts as the sex organ for fertilisation. In addition many varieties have other physical 

differences distinguishing the two sexes. 

For example, male guppies have the famous fancy tail and male swordtails have an extension 

at the base of the caudal fin from which they derive their name. 

The reproductive strategy of giving birth to live young is quite unusual in fish and it has some 

advantages and disadvantages to the aquarist. The disadvantage is that not many young are 

produced at a time (generally 40-80), although their prolific nature means you should never 

be short of fry. The real advantage of this breeding strategy is that the young are very well 

developed and quite large when they emerge, which makes them very easy to feed. Another 

advantage is that the female can have up to six batches of fry from one fertilisation. Another 

benefit of the livebearers is that they will tolerate a wide range in temperatures and can 



therefore be grown in outdoor ponds in many parts of Australia. Their temperature tolerance 

range is approximately 18OC to 30OC. 

My set-up for breeding livebearers consisted of two 3 foot tanks for breeding and another four 

2 foot tanks for growing the young. I used tap water (with chlorine neutraliser added) which 

ranged in pH from 7.5 to 9.0. The hardness was around 8 DH and a heater maintained the 

water temperature at about 28OC. If your tap water is soft I recommend you add a few 

handfuls of coral rubble or some pieces of limestone which will increase the pH and the 

hardness of your water. 

Livebearers really are very easy to breed and it doesn’t take a great deal of effort on the 

aquarist’s behalf to get them going. Some varieties are, however, more difficult to breed than 

others, such as the sail-fin mollies. Most of these have still born young. The black mollies can 

be converted to a salt water aquarium and still be happy. If your breeders are in good 

condition and well fed, the elaborate courtship behaviour and mating should be an ongoing 

event in the breeding tank. I bred the guppies and mollies in separate tanks as this made it 

easier to separate the fry for growing. All the fish that I have bred, have been bred on their 

own no other species were in the tank. In the guppy tank I would house a dozen good quality 

males with twenty to thirty females. Molly tank had twenty ripe females and six good males. 

They were fed on a variety of foods including flake food and live food such as brine shrimp 

and mosquito larvae. 



A ‘pregnant’ female is very easy to spot, as they are very rotund and have a characteristic 

black spot, or gravid spot, at the posterior end of the gut. Gestation period is around 4 weeks 

for guppies and between three and five weeks for mollies, swords and platies. Once hatching 

time approaches, adequate cover for the emerging fry must be provided, as the parents are 

renowned for their cannibalistic fetish for their offspring. In my breeding tanks I used Javier 

moss and water sprite as cover for the young. This combination provided excellent cover 

throughout the tank, as the Java moss sinks and the water sprite floats.  

As soon as I noticed the fry, I would net them out and place them in the two-foot tanks to 

grow. I fed the young to saleable size within 8 to 12 weeks on a diet of quality flake food, 

blended to the required size. 

There are breeding traps on the market, which can be used for separating the fry from the 

hungry parents, however, I have never used one. I think if you have enough cover in the tank, 

this should be adequate. Breeding traps are fun for the kids with a new tank and a couple of 

Livebearers, however, they are not very practical if you are trying to produce a large number 

of fish. 

I no longer breed Livebearers but I used to produce enough to supply all the shops in my local 

area. Once I began producing fish for the wholesale market I found the wholesalers wouldn’t 

pay enough for the Livebearers to make it worthwhile. 

Cichlids (Family; Cichlidae) 



The cichlids are a diverse group with a wide geographical range, many different breeding 

strategies and water requirements and many different shapes, sizes and temperaments. 

Cichlids are found in many places throughout the world including Africa, South Asia, Mexico 

and Central and South America.  

The water requirements of the cichlids are very diverse and cover the entire range of water 

chemistry parameters in which fresh water fish are found. For example, discus are found in 

very soft water with a pH as low as 4, whereas the African cichlids thrive in very hard water 

with a pH as high as 9.  

All cichlids are egg layers and provide some degree of parental care; however, there are a 

number of different reproductive strategies within the family. For example most American 

cichlids are open or sheltered breeders whereas the majority of African cichlids are 

mouthbrooders and only a few are sheltered or open breeders. 

American Open and Sheltered Breeders 

Most American cichlids lay their eggs on some type of substrate and provide a high degree of 

parental care. Despite the many different types of egg laying cichlids, their basic reproductive 

strategy is very similar. 

General description of courtship with most American cichlids is, a male will pick a spawning 

site. Try to coax any suspecting female to the site by making dashing moves toward her while 

quivering his body alongside her, if the female is interested in the display she will follow him to 



the site and inspect it. After this it isn’t long before the female starts to clean the site and they 

spawn. When it comes to pairing it all depends on the species of fish, some will pair for life, 

some spawn with one and ten minutes after are spawning with another fish and another.  

The first job for the pair is to find a suitable spawning substrate. Open breeders lay their eggs 

on a flat rock, plant leaf, on the bottom or sides of the tank or any other suitable surface you 

provide for them. As the name suggests, sheltered or cave breeders lay in a cave or other 

sheltered site such as a plant pot. 

Once a site has been selected or provided the pair will remove any debris with their mouths. 

Sometimes the male will do most of the cleaning as part of his courtship behaviour (all us 

fellas know we can get into the good books if we do a bit of housework!). At this point you 

should also notice the sex organs protruding from the fishes bodies. The female spawning 

tube, or ovipositor, is larger than the males and fairly round and flat at the bottom. The males 

sperm duct is a smaller tube, which tapers to a point. Once the site is clean the female will do 

a few ‘dry runs’, passing over the substrate without laying any eggs - just to make sure it is 

clean enough.  

Once satisfied she will pass over the site with her spawning tube, or ovipositor, just touching 

the substrate whilst depositing a row of eggs. The male should be close behind fertilising 

each row as it is laid. When all the eggs have been laid and fertilised the pair takes turns in 

fanning the eggs to stop any debris settling on them and to keep them well oxygenated. Some 

fish will also pick out any infertile eggs to stop fungus from spreading to the good eggs. For 



angels, discus and most small cichlids the eggs hatch in approximately fifty hours. On the 

other hand, the eggs of larger cichlids can take up to four or five days to hatch. When the 

eggs hatch the parents usually move them to another part of the tank. (Maybe this is instinct 

from the wild as a safety precaution for the survival of the fry.) They wriggle as a large mass 

for approximately three to four more days until their yolk sac is absorbed. Once absorbed they 

become free swimming.  

Some species or individual parents might move the fry two or more times a day until they free 

swim. At this point feeding commences and All-American cichlids will take newly hatched 

brine shrimp from day one of free swimming. The first food for all of the American cichlids I 

breed (with the exception of the Discus) are newly hatched brine shrimp Artemia. After 2 days 

I generally begin introducing flake food blended to a suitable size, then placed in an airtight 

container to keep dry. By day 10 I begin to phase out the brine shrimp and by 3 weeks most 

species will be able to take my specially prepared food. I am to get most species to sellable 

size by 8 weeks of age. Discuses are 12 to 14 weeks. 



 

Home made brine shrimp hatchery made from glass flagons 

Angel Fish (Pterophyllum spp.) 

Angels are somewhat uncharacteristic in shape and temperament compared to most of the 

other cichlids. Their peaceful nature and somewhat unusual shape makes them ideal for the 

community aquarium and one of the most popular aquarium fish. They are also very prolific 

and quite easy to breed which makes them a good ‘bread and butter’ fish for breeders. There 

are two species which are naturally found throughout their natural range in northern South 

America, although the many different strains and varieties seen in aquarium shops today 

have stemmed from only one of these species, Pterophyllum scalare.  



 

Young Angels from a friend of mine  

 

 

I have been breeding angels for 15 years and usually produce around 6,000 fry per month 

from 15 to 20 pairs. I have found the optimum water for breeding angels to be around 28OC, 

neutral pH and water hardness of 4 to 6 DH. 

Although many people claim that they can accurately sex angels the truth is it is quite difficult. 

Here are a few things to look for which make help you distinguish male from female. From the 

tine to the anal fin the male is quite straight, whereas the female has a slight curve. (The tines 



are the two fine long fins that look like feelers) If looking at the fish from the front, between the 

bottom of the gill to the tines.  

The female is a nice v shape and the male seems to curve in slightly. This method is not 

100% accurate and undoubtedly the best way to obtain a good breeding stock is to start with 

a large group of good quality young in a large tank.  

This way the fish can choose their own mate and you can be sure of your breeder stock’s 

history. Most of the breeding stock I have today started off as 40 young in a four-foot tank. 

They began to pair off when they were around 2” in body size, at about 6 months of age. 

As two fish paired off I removed them and placed them in a tank of their own. The tanks I use 

to breed angels are 24” x l4" x l8” high. I have found that standard tanks are too shallow for 

fully-grown angels. As with all my breeding tanks there is no substrate on the bottom, just a 

simple sponge filter, a pair of angels, the spawning substrate and a heater. There are many 

different types of spawning substrates that angels will lay their eggs on, including slate, a 

discus spawning cone and PVC pipe, the important point is that the substrate should be 

placed in the tank at an angle of approximately 60O. The substrate I now use for spawning 

angels is another one of my homemade devices and is made from a floor tile. (White in 

colour, but really it doesn’t matter about the colour.) 200 mm long and 100 mm wide with a 

piece of glass siliconed to the bottom. Such that the tile is at 60O from horizontal. I place it at 

the back of the tank and when the angels spawn on it I take it out and replace it with another 

identical tile.  



 

By replacing it with an identical one the fish are confused to where the eggs have gone and 

sometimes blame one another, by belting into each other. 

To stimulate my breeders to spawn I feed them three times a day (on my homemade 

complete diet) and make daily water changes. I change about 25% of the water, which drops 

the temperature by 1 or 2 degrees and stimulates the fish to spawn.  

As with all egg laying cichlids the female’s ovipositor will protrude and both fish will start to 

clean the spawning substrate with their mouths when they are ready to spawn. Cleaning may 

take up to four hours before spawning commences. The female usually starts laying half way 

up the spawning substrate, moving upwards laying one row at a time. The male follows 

behind, fertilising each row once it’s laid.  

The angels can lay as many as a thousand eggs in one spawning, however, around five 

hundred is a good spawn. Once the eggs have been laid you have to decide whether to let 

the parents take care of the eggs or to take on the role of foster parent. Although some angels 

make excellent parents, many have a bad habit of eating their eggs or fry and only raising the 

occasional batch. I learnt this the hard way. I was very pleased when I discovered my first 

batch of angel eggs and it was very interesting watching the parents take turns fanning and 

caring for the eggs. On the third day, when they were due to hatch, I arrived home and was 

very disappointed to find all the eggs had disappeared; the parents had eaten them.  



This happened again with their second batch and when I had just about labelled them as 

useless parents they hatched out and cared for their third batch. Some parents will hatch out 

as few as 1 in 5 batches but on the other hand I have had pairs that make fine parents, caring 

for and vigorously defending every batch of eggs. After putting up with this sporadic and 

unpredictable spawning behaviour for the next couple of months I decided that there had to 

be a more productive way and decided to try and hatch the eggs away from the parents. I 

now do this routinely with all my angels, as it’s the only way to achieve a reliable and large 

supply of young. If you leave the parents to look after their fry it can be as long as 6 to 8 

weeks between batches of young.  

On the other hand if you remove the eggs the parents should spawn again in 5 to 7 days; 

that’s 7-8 spawns in the same 6-8 week period. This equates to 3000 young instead of 400 or, 

in dollar terms, around $1500 compared with $200. 

To hatch the eggs artificially I take the spawning substrate out of the breeding tank as soon 

as the eggs have been laid and stand it in a small tank, 18" x l2” x l2". If the eggs are only out 

of the water for a short time (less than a minute) it will not effect their hatch rate. The hatching 

tanks contain straight tap water (with no conditioner added so the chlorine in the water will 

keep the bacteria away for another day and will result in a higher hatch rate), a heater and an 

air-stone - no filtration or substrate is necessary. The air-stone is placed in front of the eggs, 

such that the bubbles rise just in front of the eggs, without touching them.  



This stream of air creates a current next to the eggs and keeps them oxygenated, just as the 

parents do by fanning the eggs with their fins. I also add three drops of methylene blue to the 

tank, which aids in slowing fungus growth on the unfertilised eggs. The eggs hatch in around 

fifty hours at 28OC and you can expect 85 - 90% of the eggs to hatch. At this stage I make a 

30% water change with aged water. I have found that a water change at this point increases 

survival, possibly due to some negative effect of the methylene blue on the newly hatched fry. 

(The chlorine doesn’t damage the eggs but once hatched you must use aged water or the 

chlorine will strangle the fry.) Once hatched the fry will hang by their heads on the spawning 

site for a further three days, whilst their yolk sacs are absorbed. If you leave the eggs with the 

parents, they may move the newly hatched fry to a new location at this stage. Once the yolk is 

depleted the young release themselves from the substrate and start to free swim. 

At first the fry will swim close to the bottom then rise upward to the surface and mid stream, 

this can take a few hours. It is at this stage that you must commence feeding. 

As with most of my fry I feed the angels on newly hatched brine shrimp, and fine flake foods. 

Once the fry have been feeding for two days I move them to a larger tank with filtration and 

aged water. To remove the fry from the hatching tank, I use a piece of airline and siphon them 

out into a dish. My angel grow-out tank is 900 mm long by 460 wide and 355 high. 

This tank is large enough to hold five to six hundred fry up to six weeks of age. After 4 weeks 

the brine shrimp are phased out and the fry begin to take my beef-heart mix. If fed well the 

young should grow very quickly. They should begin to take on the characteristic angelfish 



shape when they are about one week old and by the time they are six weeks old they should 

be about the size of a ten cent piece, which is about the minimum size at which they can be 

wholesaled. 

I have found the key to rapid growth in all young fish quickly is regular daily water changes 

and maintaining a high temperature, between 28OC and 30OC. The water changes doesn’t 

just aid in keeping the tank free from ammonia, nitrite and nitrates, but flushes the fish out as 

well, so if you were to do two changes of 25% a day the fish would eat more and grow at a 

faster rate than giving one 50% change. 

Discus (Symphysodon spp.) 

Discus is certainly one of the most magnificent of the freshwater aquarium fish and this is why 

they are known as the King of freshwater aquariums. The natural home of the discus is in the 

very soft, acidic waters of the Amazon River, around Rio Negro, Santarem and Tefe.  



 

These are a few Red Turquoise young just over half grown (next seasons breeding stock) 

The myriads of different colour strains of discus that we see today have been derived from 

one species known as the Heckel discus (). The Heckel discus is quite plain with three black 

vertical bars. 

I have been breeding Discus for more than ten years and have at present 18 pairs on the go. 

It is quite easy to breed 1,000 young a month with this amount of breeding pairs. 

As with angel fish discus are quite difficult to sex, although I have developed a keen eye over 

the years and get it right 99% of the time. If the fish are around eight months and nearing 

maturity the male’s dorsal fin turns slightly upward before it curves back towards the body.  



Whereas the female’s dorsal fin is very round. Again, the best way to acquire a breeding pair 

is to start off with a number of young fish and let them pair off themselves.  

The other option is to buy a proven breeding pair, which could cost you up to a thousand 

dollars. Even if they are a proven pair it may take up to twelve months for them to spawn 

again under new conditions. I like to buy around eight, half to three quarter grown fish, about 

6 months old. This works out a lot cheaper, probably about $60 - $100 per fish.  

 

A young White Dragon paired off with a seven colour blue 

At this size it should only take about 4-6 months before they start pairing off and you should 

end up with more than one breeding pair for your money. You can then keep the best and sell 

the rest.  



As the fish are now fully grown you should receive most of your money back. My first 

experience with discus was 15 years ago, when I progressed from the spare bedroom to my 

first shed. I started with nine fish, three quarter grown, in a 4’6” x 18” x 18” tank. Within six 

months six had paired off and one jumped out of the tank and died.  

 

Seven colour Blue with fry that are nearly ready to take off the parents. 

The other two were either females or males (at that stage I couldn’t tell which) or perhaps 

they just didn’t like each other! One of the three pairs spawned on an upside down flowerpot 

(in the 4 x 18 x 18?); this first batch they had eaten within two days.  



Their second spawning all the eggs went white. It wasn’t until the seventh spawn that they 

hatched out three young but only one made it to the free-swimming stage. The next spawn 

produced 37 young, still not good. I had a lot of reading and learning ahead of me before I 

was to conquer these fish. I found out that discus need acidic and very soft water which was 

very hard to achieve in Adelaide as the water was very hard (8 DH) and alkaline (8 pH). I 

used pH down by the 25-kg bags, acid and peat to soften the water. I still managed to breed 

these fish in Adelaide, however there was never a good hatch rate. Average batches of 40 to 

60 fry were common. With the same pairs in the Queensland, Townsville where the water is 

very soft the hatch rate was over double. So you can see if the fish is in its right water 

conditions the chances of breeding and raising young are greatly improved. 

I found out that it was possible to breed discus in hard and alkaline water, however the eggs 

get a hard casing or outer shell, which makes it hard for the sperm to penetrate the egg. (If 

you have a breeding pair of fish that are in the wrong water conditions you can still stimulate 

them to spawn.) As discus sperm is a very weak swimmer, they need all the help they can 

get. The best water conditions for breeding discus are water between 2 and 4 DH, pH 

between 6.0 and 6.5 and between 28OC and 32OC. 

When I began breeding discus I used to use tanks measuring 2' x l8" x l8”. This was chosen 

based on information I had read and at the time I didn’t know any better.  



Now that I am older and wiser I believe that the ultimate breeding tank is 2’6” long, 14” high 

and 18” wide. The reason for such a shallow tank is that in the wild, discus breed in very 

shallow water.  

I found that in the deep tank the newly hatched young would swim to the surface and easily 

become lost from the parents who were still busy down in the depths watching the other 

young on the spawning site. When the young hatch in the shallower tanks and swim to the 

surface the parents are not far below them; the fry can easily find the parents body and begin 

feeding. 

To induce my discus to spawn I make partial (30%) water changes daily and feed vitamin 

enriched foods, live and frozen. The only furnishings in the tank are the spawning substrate, 

my homemade sponge filter and a heater.  



 

Gahn and Seven Colour Blue Discus pair. 

Again there are many choices for the spawning substrate; long pieces of slate, PVC pipe, 

terra-cotta flowerpots etc. I have used all of these in the past and they all work well. I now use 

a terra-cotta discus-spawning cone that can be purchased from most aquarium shops. There 

is no benefit in using the cones to any other spawning substrate, I just like them and they look 

good. 

The whole spawning process is very similar to the angels. The pair cleans the spawning site 

with their mouths before laying up to 300 eggs. They will fan the eggs, which hatch in around 

50 hours at 30OC. The fry hang on the spawning site for three to four days, whilst the yolk is 



absorbed, then start to free swim. Once free swimming they will go to the parent’s body where 

they feed on the mucus secreted through the skin.  

The fry grow quickly grazing off the parents and on the fourth day I introduce newly hatched 

brine shrimp. On day twelve the fry are removed from parents using a fine meshed net, and 

placed either in a 2 or 3 foot tank, both 18 inches wide and 14 inches high. I put up to two 

hundred fry in the smaller tank and up to four hundred in the larger tank.  

 

Young Discus from the Marlboro red  

The young are fed on brine shrimp and flake food (flake food is introduced to the fry on the 

third week) 6 to 8 times a day with a 30% water change daily. At six weeks of age I start to 

introduce my beef-heart mix and once weaned onto this nutritious diet my fish only take 

another 4 to 6 weeks to reach the minimum marketing size of 4.5 cm to 5 cm.  



 

More discus fry and little Bristle nose cats have been introduced into the fry tanks to eat the algae, the 
lights are on 24 hours a day. 



 

 

This is a beautiful little female Marlboro Red which has at least 200 young in every spawn. 

In the growing tanks I maintain the pH between 7.0 and 7.5, as this is where most shops have 

their pH set; the hardness is not really important. The parents will spawn within 5 to 7 days 

after the removal of the fry.  

Actually getting discus to spawn is the easiest part of the process. Many troubles can be 

encountered along the way and I will outline the ones I have experienced. One common 

problem is discus eating their eggs or fry. Unfortunately this problem cannot be overcome as 

simply as with the angels as it is very difficult to rear them artificially, as I will explain below. 

There are a number of reasons why discus eat their eggs or fry and the first mode of 



investigation is to check the water. Any of the water parameters (ie. temperature, hardness, 

pH, ammonia and nitrite) that are not set correctly can cause the fish to eat their eggs or fry. 

As I mentioned earlier, you need 2 - 4 degrees of hardness, 6.0 - 6.5 pH and a temperature of 

28OC to 32OC. Ammonia should be ZERO? And nitrite zero. Quite often young and 

inexperienced fish will also eat their eggs or fry and unfortunately their is not much you can do 

about this except wait and hope they will get it right as they mature - most of them do. The 

eggs will also get eaten if they are infertile. One of the reasons for this is that you may have 

two females. If batches are being laid less than 5 days apart then both your fish are females, 

as one female cannot produce a second batch that quickly.  

Of course, another way to diagnose this problem is to watch the fish carefully during a few 

spawnings to make sure only one of them is laying eggs. If everything seems okay and the 

fish are still eating their eggs you can place a wire mesh in front of the eggs so the parents 

can’t eat them, this way you will know if the eggs are fertile. When the eggs hatch the fry can 

swim through the mesh onto the parent’s bodies.  

Troubles can also be encountered with the young and if they are not given a lot of food, water 

changes and just general cares you may experience large losses. One problem you may 

experience is the parents not feeding the young and I will discuss this problem below. Another 

problem; which is often encountered with the young is gill fluke. Such flukes are common in 

the parents but do not pose a threat if the fish are in good condition and not stressed. The 

young, however, are susceptible to these flukes during the first 12 weeks of life. To kill any 



flukes I give the fry a bath in formaldehyde before they are transferred to the growing tank. 

The fry are treated at the rate of 30 drops to 5 litres of water for 5 minutes. In addition I also 

treat the growing tank weekly with potassium permanganate, to prevent the build-up of 

harmful bacteria and protozoa’s. The dose rate I use is very scientific, simply wet the end of a 

match and dip it in the crystals, what sticks to the match-head is enough to treat the tank. It is 

important not to overdose as potassium permanganate is used as a disinfectant and can be 

very toxic to the fry.  

This dosage is given in the morning and that evening a water change of 35% is administered 

to dilute the medication. 

As I mentioned earlier, rearing discus artificially is very difficult and quite involved and not 

really an effective way to combat egg eating or non-feeding parents.  

It is difficult to get the young to recognise artificial food and even when they feed successfully 

their initial growth rates are much slower than their naturally fed counterparts; although they 

do catch up in the long run. I have successfully raised discus artificially three times. The way I 

achieved this is described below. 

I had to design and build a special feeding system. I had read an article in a book of a man in 

Victoria by the name of Yen Kong who has raised fish artificially in a specially designed tank. 

After a phone call and a chat he said he would send me some drawings of his feeder tank. I 

couldn’t wait to receive the mail and upon opening and reading, the raising tank comprised of 



two aquariums, one sitting inside the other. The ‘mother tank’ was 3’ x 14” x 14” and this 

stored the water for circulation through a small feeder tank. The feeder tank was trapezoidal; 

4" wide at the bottom, 10” wide at the top, 11” long and 4” high. A strip of fly screen 1-inch 

wide ran the full length of the base. Water was pumped out of the small tank and returned to 

the feeder tank via this strip. Water was pumped using an air water lift, which drew water from 

a 1-inch section of the fly screen. This was made from 25 mm PVC that was siliconed to the 

underside of the feeder tank (see Figure).  

The feeder tank was held flush with the top of the mother tank with two strips of glass 

siliconed to the small tank. 

   

Here is a couple of views of the fry feeder tank 

This system exchanged the water in the small tank several times a day, preventing the water 

from fouling, as it would if you were using just a small tank.  

 

 



The mother tank had an external filter and a sponge filter to keep the tank from fouling. This 

design for the small tank that came from Yen Kong’s drawings proved to be highly successful. 

  

More views on the fry feeder 

My recipe for raising discus artificially is as follows. First boil (HARD BOIL?) two eggs, and 

then mix these with two raw yolks and a pinch of spirulina powder. Don’t over do the spirulina, 

if you use too much it will make the egg mixture too green and bitter. Pack the mixture into a 

snap-lock bag and store it in the freezer. 

When the discus lay their eggs, remove the substrate and place it in a small tank (see section 

on angels for details of artificial hatching). One day after hatch, transfer the spawning 

substrate, with wrigglers still attached, into the feeding tank. Once the fry are near free 

swimming I very gently remove them from the substrate using a syringe filled with water. 

When they are all free swimming and near the surface drain the water down so it just covers 

them. Draining the mother tank does (this). Dry the sides of the feeding tank with a paper 

towel and break off a small amount of egg mixture (A ten cent piece size should do.). Let it 



defrost and mix in a small amount (approx. one tenth of the egg mixture) of newly hatched 

brine shrimp.  

Smear the mixture just above water line and wait five minutes to allow it to harden, then fill 

tank so it just covers the mixture. If done properly the mixture will stay on the glass for the fry 

to feed on. By using new water for the top-up you also incorporate a water change into the 

feeding schedule which will help maintain the water quality.  

I feed the fry in this manner twice a day and on the fourth day I begin to introduce live brine 

shrimp.  

Most of the shrimp will swim upward to the surface toward the ceiling lights and some you will 

lose through the fly screen. Phase the egg mixture out by day six or seven then feed brine 

shrimp with fine flake food. When the fry are six weeks old, start them on beef-heart and 

bloodworms and wean them off brine shrimp by about 7 weeks. 

 

In my opinion raising discus in this manner is too time consuming and fiddly for it to be cost 

effective. I mainly gave it a try, out of curiosity and to prove to myself that it could be done. I 

have found a much better way to circumvent bad parents is to have a set of foster parents on 

hand. When I am trying to get a batch of young from a rare type of discus which won’t rear 

their young. I simply take their eggs and exchange them with a batch from a good set of 

parents, or let them raise both batches.  



Oscars (Astronotus ocellatus) 

 

These boisterous fish have been popular aquarium fish for many years, although due to their 

size and nature they are only good for a species tank, as they will devour anything smaller 

than themselves. Their popularity is mainly due to their personality; they make great pets and 

enjoy being hand fed and even petted.  

In the wild these fish can grow up to 600 mm, however, in the aquarium the maximum size 

they attain is around 350 to 400 mm.  

 

A beautiful specimen of a Male Albino Red Oscar 

 



If you intend to breed this fish you must have plenty of tank space available for the young, as 

one pair can have as many as 2000 fry at a time and they grow very quickly. Tank size at 

least 6’ standard tank or better still a 3’ x 2’ x 2’ for housing a pair of Oscars. 

There are many theories on how to sex Oscars including fin size and length, whereas some 

people will say that it is impossible. I can honestly say that it is not impossible and I have my 

own technique which gets it right 99.9% OF THE TIME? To sex your Oscars simply turn them 

over and look at their vent. The males vent is much more slender compared to the females 

which is quite round. 

You will find this technique difficult if you only have one fish and nothing to compare it with, but 

once you know what you are looking for it will become very obvious. To get your eye in have a 

look at a known pair and you will see the difference. I still think that the best way to obtain your 

breeding pair is to let them pair off themselves, as even though you may sex them accurately a 

male and female fish may not take to each other and spawn. The best way is to buy six young 

and grow them up in a fairly large tank (6 foot or bigger). At around six to eight inches they will 

reach sexual maturity and pair off. Take out any two that hang around together and place them 

in a tank of their own. The only furnishings you need in the breeding tank are a flat spawning 

substrate such as a piece of slate or flat rock, the trusty sponge filter and a heater. These fish 

have no special water requirements in terms of water hardness and I have found that in terms 

of temperature and pH different fish have different preferences. Start with the temperature 

between 26OC and 30OC and a pH of 7.0 to 7.5. It is important that the water quality is very 



high. Make regular water changes to maintain water quality and to initiate spawning. If this is 

unsuccessful try tinkering a little with the temperature and pH. I have probably achieved the 

best results with a pH of 7.5 and 28OC, but as I said all of my pairs are different.  

When you’ve got the water to your fishes taste they will start to clean the spawning surface by 

mouthing it and their spawning tubes will emerge. The egg laying process is the same for all 

other cichlids, with the female laying a row and the male following behind fertilising them.  

Oscars make good parents and the young fry are eating machines that can never be filled.  

I removed the fry on the third day of free swimming to see how long before they spawned 

again. The fry did very well on flake, brine and very fine beef heart was offered to them on the 

second week. With two water changes and eight feeds a day they were sellable at six weeks 

and at the size of 7cm. In the many years of breeding fish I never liked the Oscars, so I never 

bred them, until my partner showed me some of his stock and I decided to have a go on 

breeding a pair.  

Despite the many different types of American cichlids the techniques for their propagation are 

much the same as for those described for the Oscars. Other Americans that I had breed 

successfully using the techniques described above include Severums, Green Terrors, Blue 

Acara, Convicts, Blue Rams and the Apistogramma or dwarf cichlids. 

South American Sheltered Breeders 



American Mouth Brooders 

The only American cichlids, which brood their eggs and/or young in their mouth, belong to the 
genus, Geophagus. The Horse Face (Geophagus jurupari) and G. surinamensis are both 
larvophile mouth brooders.  

These fish, I breed as pairs (one male to one female).  

The water quality for most South Americans is around neutral or slightly acid. Larvophile is, 

they lay their eggs on a rock or even on the glass (Usually on top of the rock) of the tank and 

then guard them whilst they incubate, generally between 24 and 36 hours. Just as the eggs are 

beginning to hatch both parents pick them up in their mouth. The fry stay in the parent’s mouth 

and sometimes they spit them out to feed and then pick them up again.  



 

 

Geophagus Steindachneri or red hump is the common name, these are only young and haven’t got 
the hump on the head yet. 



 

 

The same young Feeding on a Beef Heart Mix. 

The Geophagus Steindachneri is the only American ovophile mouth-brooder ie. the eggs are 

picked up straight away after spawning. This fish you can have two males and nine females in 

the same tank. The dominant male will spawn with one female and when finished the female 

will retreat out of the males territory and he will spawn with any female that is willing to enter his 

spawning site. I have had a male, spawn with five females in one session, one after the other. 

The fry are a good size when released from the mouth and can take brine shrimp and fine flake 

straight away. 

African Cichlids 



The African cichlids originate from three major lakes in Southern Africa; Lake Malawi, 

Tanganyika and Victoria. There is estimated to be between 500 and 1000 species of cichlids 

in Lake Malawi alone. 

Most of the African cichlids are ovophile mouth brooders, although some are cave and 

sheltered spawners. These are the egg layers that don’t pick them up in their mouth. In my 

time I have spawned many mouth-brooders and sheltered spawners from all three Lakes. I 

will name only a few of my favourites; however, the techniques I describe will work for most 

African cichlids you may wish to breed. 

The water from these African lakes is very hard and high in pH. I maintain the pH in my tanks 

between 7.8 and 9.0 and the hardness at 8 DH. Maintaining this type of water was very easy 

in South Australia, as this was how it came out of the tap, however, the very soft and acidic 

water in Townsville means I have to add plenty of coral rubble, sodium bi-carbonate and Rift 

Lake salts to my African tanks. The natural temperature range for the African cichlids is 23OC 

to 30OC; however, I maintain all my tanks at 28OC. 

Mouth Brooders 

The way to breed African mouth brooders is in colonies in which there are more females than 

males. The amount of fish in a colony depends on the species; usually one male to three 

females will do if you only want small colonies. Some of our colonies are in large tanks and as 

many as two or three males and fifteen to twenty females.  



The reason why I prefer to put more than one male in a colony is to keep one male killing the 

females. Some of the African cichlids, for example the Aulonocara Jacobfreibergi (peacock) 

male will look after as many as 100 females. 

Tank size again depends on size of species and the size of the colony. Most of the fish I 

spawned were in colonies that ranged from one male and two females to three males to nine 

females. If you have large tank (6x2x2) you can have a couple of different species in the 

same tank and when they spawn you have to take the females out and spit the eggs and 

hatch them artificially.  

The spawning tank should contain some large rocks, which the males can mark out as their 

territory and coax the female into to spawn. In my tanks there is no substrate, however if you 

like a substrate there is no harm in having one. The fish will still spawn in a bare tank if the 

conditions are right. 

The mature male will choose a territory within the tank, which he will vigorously defend 

against any trespassers (males or females). When ready to spawn the male will dig a pit then 

try and lure the female in. The male will try to spawn with any female that enters his territory.  

The method of courtship behaviour depends on the species in question. Some will lock jaws 

and look like they are kissing. In some species the male races up to the female quivering and 

shimming then he races down to where he wants the female to spawn. If the female is 

interested in his display she will follow him to the pit where they will spawn.  



The female drops two to three eggs at a time and picks them straight up in her mouth. 

Fertilisation occurs by the male releasing milt into the females mouth as she tries to pick up 

the ‘egg spot” on the males anal fin. A female with a mouthful of eggs is easily noticed, as the 

underside of her mouth will be bulging, her mouth will be shut and the gills flared. 

Some cichlids only have a few young that they release whereas others can have several 

hundred, it all depends on the type of cichlids in question. Tropheus family and the 

Pseudotropheus family (Zebs) only have 3 to 20 young while the larger, like the Mozambique 

mouthbrooder can have up to 300 fry. As with the angels, the eggs can be left with the female 

or removed and hatched artificially. If left with the female the other fish in the tank will hound 

her, causing some or all of the eggs or fry to get eaten by the female or if she spits the eggs 

the other tank mates will quickly consume them. In addition, the female will not spawn for at 

least 8 weeks if she carries young in her mouth as they can take up to 6 weeks to release the 

fry.  

Hatching eggs artificially gives you a greater number of young and the female can spawn 

again sooner. The process of taking the eggs from the female is called spitting and I usually 

do this on the fourth day, when the head and tail is out of the egg. Doing it on the fourth day 

lessons the risk of eggs going fungus.  

When catching the female try not to spook her too much or she will spit the eggs before you 

can get her in the net.  



Have a dish of water ready to place the eggs in. The best way to remove the eggs is to hold 

the opercula closed so that she gasps and spits out the eggs. To hold the opercula closed 

place your index finger over one gill cover and your thumb over the other. Some females are 

a little reluctant to spit their eggs so a little persuasion with a toothpick to hold her mouth open 

will be necessary. The toothpick is only to hold the mouth open, not to prise the eggs out. 

With the mouth open, hold the fish’s mouth under the water and the eggs will fall out. With a 

little practice this job of spitting the eggs becomes easier.  

To hatch the eggs place them in a flour sieve that I float in a specially made hatching tank. 

This tank is 3’x 12” x 12” and has glass ribs on the top to hold up to eight sieves at the water’s 

surface. I put enough water in the tank so that the eggs sit approximately one inch under the 

surface. Under each sieve I place an air-stone with a very gentle stream of bubbles, just 

enough to move the eggs. This keeps the eggs well oxygenated, a job that the female would 

do by juggling them in her mouth.  

Eggs usually take around five days to hatch; the fry take another week to consume their egg 

sacs before becoming free swimming. At this stage they are released into a larger tank and 

fed brine shrimp and flake food.  

We currently breed many species of African ovophile mouth brooders. Of these my favourites 

are the Tropheus duboisi and the Cyphotilapia frontosa. My Duboisi are held in a colony of 15 

fish, 5 of them males.  



This species are vegetarians and crustacean eaters only; if you feed them worms or meat, they 

will kill each other. I leave a light on 24 hours a day so they can graze on the algae that grow 

on the back of their tank.  

I also get the wife to blanch some lettuce every second day and they rip into it. A little flake food 

is also given. I have some mystery snails that breed all the time in the tank and when the young 

fall into the water it doesn’t take the fish long to consume them. They also receive a treat every 

now and them with adult brine shrimp. The Duboisi are very slow growers, taking approximately 

3 years to mature. They lose the white spots and the head goes blue a band across the 

shoulder, which could be white, yellow, wide or narrow depending on the type of Tropheus you 

have. Length of fish is approx. 15cm at maturity. 

The Frontosa are also a very slow growing fish, taking up to 5 years to grow to maturity. They 

mature at around 15 cm and can reach 35 cm in length. I have a colony of 5 fish in a 6x2x2 

tank. The frontosa will feed on almost anything from flake to beef heart. I have tried mine on 

yabbies and shrimp but mine were not keen on them, letting them grow into large yabbies. 

Most books claim the Frontosa only lays 50 eggs at a time, however, this is untrue. I assume 

this misconception has come from people who don’t spit the eggs.  

The Frontosa eggs and fry are quite large, therefore, if left in the mouth the female will eat most 

of them. If you leave the eggs with the female you are usually limited to around 35 young per 

batch. 



If you spit the eggs from the fish the day after spawning you will be amazed on how many eggs 

they do carry. My first spawn was from a 3½-year-old fish and she spat 66 eggs, the second 

time 93 eggs. A friend of mine who mainly concentrated on the Frontosa told me the most he 

ever spat from a fish was 204 from an 8 year old fish! If the fry are to be released from the 

female which is around six weeks, they will be 3cm long and you can sell these fish at that size 

or grow them for another six weeks before selling them. 

Sheltered Spawners 

These fish are bred in pairs and lay 30 to 300 eggs for the small cichlids like the Julidochromis 

family. They lay their eggs on the roof of caves or in shells. My favourites in the sheltered 

spawners were the Fairy cichlids (Lamprologus brichardi); lays Approx. 200 eggs and water 

temp 28o pH 7.8 and hardness of 6 to 8. The Julidochromis ornatus was another of the dwarf 

cichlids I enjoyed these little beauties, as they would have approx. 60 fry and you could have 

three generations in the same tank.  

Catfish 

Bristlenose Catfish (Ancistrus Dolichopterus) 

These fish are another common inhabitant of the community aquarium. It is a peaceful alga 

eater and does a great job of keeping your tank clean.  



They also love blanched lettuce, cucumber zucchini and algae wafers. Another great thing 

about these fish is that they are also very easy to breed. 

To sex the bristle nose cat is easy when they mature as the male has bristles on his snout 

and the female doesn’t. These cats can be sexed at around 5cm; this is when the male will 

start to get his antlers (bristles). These young males are the most prolific breeders as when 

they get older they get lazy. I use a tank size of 2'x l8” x l0" high in which to breed bristlenose. 

I maintain the pH at around 7, hardness between 4 to 10 DH and the temperature between 

23OC to 26OC. Once again the spawning tank contains just a heater, sponge filter, fish and 

the spawning substrate.  

I place two females and one male in each tank and for the spawning substrate I use either a 

rock with a hollow bottom and only one entrance or a piece of bamboo. The male will take the 

rock or bamboo for his territory and try to coax the female in to spawn. 

The best way to stimulate spawning is with an abrupt water change, bringing the temperature 

from 26OC to 22OC. The female will lay a cluster of around 90 eggs, which look like mustard 

seeds and which are orange in colour. The male looks after the eggs that hatch in around 7 

days. The wriggling fry stay under the rock or in the bamboo for a further 7 days while the yolk 

is absorbed. They emerge the same colour as the adults, ready to feed on blanched lettuce, 

spinach etc. The young are sold as small as 3 cm, which should be obtained when they are 

about 8 weeks old. The female bristle nose will spawn on roughly a six-week cycle so if you 

have two females in with one male he should be kept busy. 



Corydorid Catfish (Family; Callichthyidae) 

Like the Bristlenose catfish the Corys are very popular and easy to breed. I breed the bronze, 

pepper and albino forms, producing approximately 100’s per month. There are many varieties 

of Cory cats available on the market some breed easier than others; there are some that like 

to breed in a tank full of Java Moss, laying their eggs through the moss. Sexing is again very 

simple. Look down on the fish from above and you will notice that the males are long and 

slender and the females are very broad and robust. I spawn a colony of seven males and nine 

females in a tank 2'x l8” x l0" high, containing a sponge filter; no substrate is needed.  

The pH, around neutral and hardness 4 to 6. As with the bristle nose the best way to initiate 

spawning is a drop in temperature from 26OC to 22OC. Do not drop the temperature by any 

more than 4OC at a time or you may stimulate the fish to die instead of spawn! If the fish are 

full of roe it is usually within the next day the fish spawn.  

The cats will spawn on the glass just near the top of the tank. The female drops 

approximately 8 - 10 eggs at a time into the anal fins, by clasping them together like a pair of 

hands, then swims up near the top of the tank. As she is swimming up male swims in front of 

her releasing sperm. The female then cleans glass and deposits the eggs. This will go on until 

she is finished; usually a couple of hours and as many as 200 eggs is deposited on the glass 

in different places.  



When spawning is complete, remove the colony so they won't consume the eggs. Hatching 

takes place 3 to 4 days later and after a day or so of eating their egg sac scoot all over the 

bottom of the tank. This will be the time to start feeding.  

Although capable of taking brine shrimp and flake foods, micro-worms are the best food for 

young catfish, reaching a saleable size of 2.5 to 3 cm in just eight weeks. Micro worms are full 

of carbohydrates and this is why they grow. Cory cats can handle a wide range of 

temperatures from 20c to 30c. 

Labyrinth Fish - (Family; Anabantidae) 

The labyrinth fish include the Siamese fighters, Gouramis and paradise fish. (The female 

paradise fish is illegal to have in Australia, they only import males, and however there are 

females in Australia.) These groups of fish derive their name from the labyrinth organ that 

acts as a lung, allowing these fish to gulp air from the surface of the water.  

This organ allows them to live in stagnant, oxygen deficient water. The spawning strategy of 

these fish is also an adaptation to such stagnant and oxygen deficient waters. Most of the 

labyrinth fish build a bubble nest at the waters surface by gulping air from the surface, mixing 

it with saliva then blowing bubbles amongst floating weed. The fertilised eggs are then placed 

in the bubble nest, where they obtain sufficient oxygen required for development. The 

chocolate Gouramis are not a bubble-nest builder but a mouth-brooder. 



I haven’t bred this fish but I believe it lays 20 to 40 eggs and once fertilised the female picks 

them up into her mouth. 

All of the bubble nest builders spawn in the same manner so I will describe them collectively. I 

use a bare tank l8" x l2” x l2” high for all of the bubble nest builders including the larger 

Gouramis, such as the three spot blues, gold, Opaline and the lace pearl. The tank should 

have a water level of 4 to 6”. The pH and hardness are not important??? But the water 

temperature should be around 28OC for Gouramis and 30OC for fighters, and for paradise 

fish.  

I use a trusty sponge filter turned on very low so that bubbles don’t disturb the water’s surface 

too much. Float a piece of styrene foam 3” square in one corner. The labyrinth organ 

develops when the fry are around ten days old. At this stage the fry will come to the surface 

for their first breath of air. If the air temperature is too cold the fry will take their first breath 

and die. To prevent this all of my breeding tanks have a tight fitting lid, which ensures that the 

air temperature above the water is nearly the same as the water temperature. 

Sexing these fish couldn’t be much easier and I’m sure I don’t need to give you any advice on 

how to sex a Siamese fighter.  

The paradise fish and dwarf Gouramis, such as the flame, neon and coral-blue, are just as 

easy with the males being more brightly coloured and having longer finage than the females.  



With the larger Gouramis the male has a long and pointed dorsal whilst the female’s is short 

and round. In addition female Gouramis will almost always be very full around the belly. 

Place the pair of fish you intend to breed into the tank and the male should begin to build his 

nest straight away under the piece of foam. When breeding fighters I begin with a piece of 

glass dividing the tank, allowing 1/3 of the tank for the female and 2/3 for the male. This 

allows the male to concentrate on building the bubble nest without harassing the female. If 

you don’t have a divider, a glass jar will do. Place female in glass jar and stand it inside or 

outside the tank so the male can see her, this way he will build the bubble nest and she will 

be aroused by his activity.  

Once the male has finished his nest, he tries to coax the female to his nest. If the female is 

ready she will nudge the male in the side and the male will embrace her, wrapping his body 

around the female in a U-shape.  

Only place a fat female in the breeding tank. She lays approximately twenty eggs at a time 

and they are fertilised by the male as they slowly fall towards the bottom. The female will lay 

motionless after the embrace, which gives the male enough time to pick the eggs up in his 

mouth and deposit them in the bubble nest. This procedure is repeated until the female has 

laid all of her eggs, generally 300 plus for the fighters, 600 plus for the large Gouramis, 300 

for the dwarfs and 600 plus for the paradise fish.  



At this stage the female must be removed and the male is left to tend to the eggs, replacing 

those which fall out of the nest and repairing the nest as it breaks up. 

The eggs take around twenty-four hours to hatch depending on temperature. If you want more 

male fighters than females you need to keep the temperature at around 30OC and eggs should 

hatch out in 24 hours. The ones that hatch out in 24 hours or less will be males, I don’t know if 

this is true with the other Labyrinth fish, it might be. Once hatched the fry hang with their heads 

facing the sky for a further 3 to 4 days before free swimming. Once free swimming remove the 

male and commence feeding the young. The young are quite small and micro worms are 

therefore an ideal starter food and newly hatched brine shrimp. When fry are free swimming 

remove the male, you can put him in with the female and they should spawn again within a few 

days. I usually separate the young fighter males at three months and sellable at five months. If 

you do not have the jars to separate the males, a cheap alternative is the two-litre coke bottle 

(plastic), just cut them above the centre ring so you end up with a plastic wide mouth jar. To cut 

them straight and the same size I used a triton saw bench with the blade of the saw just out of 

the table. 

PINK KISSING GOURAMIS 

Sex, very hard to distinguish between sexes. Water temp. Between 22 to 28c, pH 6.8 to 8.5 

and can handle a wide range of hardness from 5 to 30 dGH. To spawn it prefers soft water; 

these fish do not build a bubble nest like the other Gouramis. It is a good idea to float lettuce 

leaves on the surface as spawning material as the eggs float and the lettuce will offer 



nourishment for bacteria and infusoria which will be consumed by the fry. To induce fish to 

spawn, feed live earthworms.  

 

 
 


